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THE PROJECT

III Interregional meeting of MOMAr

    

The pedagogical purpose and the use of new technologies in the field of heritage
management centered the third interregional meeting of MOMAr. On March 24 and
25, the event brought together more than 70 experts from nine European countries in
order to share cases of success and failure in the management of heritage in rural
areas. The online event was presented under the title: “From theory to practice.
Experimental Models of Management Tested” and hosted by the Territorial
Administrative Unit of Mehedinti County (Romania).  

How to use cultural and natural spaces for the benefit of
the population

MOMAr's partners and stakeholders got together on 25 March for the second day of the

exchange of practices during the III Interregional Meeting. The session allowed the

experts to delve into the use of cultural and natural spaces for the benefit and direct

enjoyment of the population.

THE INTERVIEW

"The museum has a huge heritage, and we work to
conserve and make known this heritage to the large

public"

Iron Gates Regional Museum located in the city of Drobeta-Turnu Severin is the most

important cultural institution in Mehedinți county (Rumania). It is also a prominent

Rumanian MOMAr stakeholder. We spoke with the museologist, Mihaela Stanciulescu,

to know more about their work and future projects to improve the Museum.

Cooperation, an improvement
driver

The 22 April, MOMAr organized an

international meeting where partners,

stakeholders, and external experts in heritage

management were invited to share and

debate about models of management and

strategies for territorial improvement. The

event served as the kick-off of the “Case

Study Laboratory” that should be organized

in Saxony-Anhalt. 

Lead partner holds its second
stakeholder meeting

The Provincial Government of Zaragoza held

its second stakeholders meeting with an

innovative format. The meeting was

conceived to be a dialogue space not just for

stakeholders but for other local entities

engaged in heritage management, as well as

public institutions that brought very useful

information to the sector. Almost 50

professionals from stakeholders’

organizations participated in the session.

Third regional stakeholder
meeting in Saxony-Anhalt

On 28 January, the Ministry of Regional

Development and Transport of Saxony-

Anhalt hosted its third meeting of the

regional stakeholder group of the MOMAr

project. A total of 14 participants joined the

meeting. 

Zaragoza, case of study on the
Green Transition

MOMAr scientific coordinator, Irene Ruiz,

participated on the 2nd of march in the Green

Transition under the European Recovery

and Resilience Facility (ERRF) webinar,

organized by the Interreg Europe Policy

Learning Platform. The meeting proposed to

explore the ERRF and its opportunities for

Europe’s regions and it had the intervention

of different European experts.

Rural tourism to fight
depopulation

The lead partner, the Provincial

Government of Zaragoza (DPZ), together

with some of the Spanish stakeholders

participated in a debate to explore the

possibilities of rural tourism to fight

depopulation. The event was held by the

Spanish national radio station Cadena SER

and streamed Live on Youtube from a

stunning stage: the Veruela Monastery in

Zaragoza province.

MOMAr Tour in Eastern
Zaragoza

On May 20, the MOMAr scientific team of

Zaragoza Provincial Government carried

out a MOMAr tour through the eastern area

of Zaragoza, visiting towns in the Bajo Cinca

regions and those encompassed in the so-

called ‘Sea of Aragon’, the Ribera Baja del

Ebro and Lower Aragón Caspe.

MOMAr visits the Murero site in
Zaragoza Province

On May 29, Isabel Soria and Irene Ruiz, from

the MOMAr scientific team of the Provincial

Government of Zaragoza, made a technical

visit to the Cambrian site of Murero, located

in the Daroca region. The deposit is declared

as “Place of Spanish geological interest of

international relevance” (Geosite) by the

Geological and Mining Institute of Spain.

MOMAr Tour in the Province of
Groningen

On the 30th of June, MOMAr’s partner

Province of Groningen organised a tour on

location at the beautiful historic church of

Klein Wetsinge, not only the building but also

the quality of the complete cultural landscape

it sits in makes this a unique setting. The

attendees were informed about the state of

the MOMAr project and the Good Practices

exchanged during the last International

Exchange of Experiences meetings. 

Fourth stakeholder meeting in
Saxony-Anhalt

Last 16th of July arrived a very expected

event, the fourth MOMAr’s stakeholders

meeting in Saxony – Anhalt, the first face-

to-face meeting in one year period. Nine

regional stakeholders attended the reunion,

which focused on an update from all

stakeholders’ institutions together with the

MOMAr project.

MOMAr's AGENDA

Upcoming Events

MOMAr tour in South Bohemia (RERA)  
August 2021 

Visit to the salt mines of Remolinos (Provincial Government of
Zaragoza) 

September 2021 

Visit to Valdejalón region (Provincial Government of Zaragoza) 
September 2021 

Study Visit in Mehedinti County (Rumania) 
04-10-2021 / 06-10-2021 

Stakeholder Meeting of Provincial Government of Zaragoza 
October 2021 

Study Visit in Province of Groningen (The Netherlands) 
Ongoing 

Study Visit in Saxony - Anhalt (Germany) 
Ongoing 

Study Visit in South Bohemia (Czech Republic) 
Ongoing
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